Structural Static Simulation Using Altair SimLab
Tutorial 2
Problem Description:

•

Suppose you have a steel workbench (AISI 1006 CR Steel) and would like to find out how much
the tabletop will deflect under the weight of a heavy toolset.

•

The workbench is 2m long and 1m wide, and 0.020m thick.

•

It has 4 legs. Each leg is situated at the corner and features a square 0.1m x 0.1m cross-section,
which tapers at an angle of 1-degree until it reaches the floor 0.75m below the underside of the
table surface. The legs are bolted to the floor.

•

The toolset has a footprint of 0.5m x 0.6m and is placed on the table as shown in the diagram. It
weighs 1000 N.

Solution:
1. Import Geometry: Open Altair SimLab. First, we import the geometry of the table. Go to File
Import CAD. Select the .sldprt file and click OK. In the Import options check the box for Sketch
and Wireframe. This needs to be done so that the outline of the toolset is visible in the
imported geometry. Click OK.

The imported geometry looks like the following:

2. Create a Solution: Go to Solutions ribbon and click Structural. Select Solution type as Linear
Static from the drop-down menu. Enter the Name as Structural Static and click OK.

3. Create Mesh: Go to the Mesh ribbon and select Surface Mesh. Select the Element Type as
Quad4 and Average element size as 10mm. Select the body and click OK. This will create the
required Surface mesh.

4. Now, we need to create a face of the size and position of the toolset on the upper side of the
table. This will help creating load constraints easier. We have the outline of the toolset. So, go to
the Geometry ribbon and click Create Face. Then click Create Face from Elements. This will
activate the Shell Element selection filter. Get your model aligned in the proper configuration
and select the nodes within the outline as shown. Enter the Feature Angle as 0 deg. This will
create a face consisting of the selected nodes at a 0 deg angle from the original selection.

5. Now, Linear Static Solution does not allow number of total nodes to be greater than 200000 if
you are using the student version. You can skip this step if you’re using the full version of the
software.
Go to Mesh ribbon and select Surface Mesh. Select Element Type as Quad4 and Average
element size as 20mm. Select the body and hit OK. This will generate a coarser mesh than
before.

6. Now, we refine the mesh around the inner corner of the table’s legs. To do this, go to Mesh
ribbon. Click on Re-mesh in the 2D Mesh section. Activate the Edge selection filter and select all
the inner edges of the table legs as shown. Select Element type to be Tri3 and Average element
size as 10mm. Click OK.
This will create a finer mesh around the selected edges. This finer mesh would have Tri mesh as
we mentioned above. However the rest of the mesh remains with Quad elements unaffected by
this Re-mesh. Also, this step needs to be performed before the Volume meshing since the
volume meshing does not allow a re-meshing option.

7. Now, with the surface mesh in place, we create a volume mesh. Go to Mesh ribbon and select
Tet Mesh in the 3D Mesh section. Select the Element Type as TET10 and Average element size
as 40mm. Click OK.

8. Go to the Solutions Tab in the Model Browser. Double click Structural Static and got to Select
bodies field. Select the table and click OK.

9. Create Material: We need to create the material used in the Problem Statement since it is not
available in the SimLab database. Go to Analysis ribbon and click on the Material option in the
Property section.

Now, set the Name as AISI 1006 Steel Cold-Drawn. In Elastic properties set Density as 7872e-9,
Young’s modulus as 206000 MPa and Poisson’s ratio as 0.29. In the Static parameters in Fatigue
properties, set Yield Strength as 285 MPa and Ultimate Tensile Strength as 330 MPa. Click OK.

Now, select the body and right-click. Go to Materials  AISI 1006 Steel Cold-Drawn. This will
assign this newly created material to the table.

10. Apply Load: Go to Analysis ribbon and select Loads from the Loads and Constraints section.
Click on Force and Moment. Enter the Name as Toolset_Force and enter the total force as 0, 1000 and 0 for X, Y and Z respectively. Now, activate the Face selection filter and select the face
we created earlier. In the Distribute over nodes on edge/face, select Divide equally on all
nodes. Click OK.

11. Apply Constraint: Go to Analysis ribbon select Constraints in Loads and Constraint section and
click Fixed. Select the bottom faces of all the four legs and click OK.

12. Run the Simulation: Before running the model first set or modify the Working Directory and save
the model. Now, right click on Results from the Solutions tab in the Model Browser and click
Update.

We can get a response for the Von-Mises stress or the total deformation based on our needs.
We can explore these options in the upper-right corner in the below picture. Click in the small
arrow to the right of Von-Mises to look at all the Solutions available.

Note that the deformation as seen in the animation is scaled up for better visualization. You can
change this scaling factor thorugh the Deformation Settings option at the bottom of SimLab
GUI. Unckeck the Auto scale option and enter the desired scaling factor.

13. Post Processing: To find the deformation at a specific node, right click on the model and select
Query Results. Select the node of interest. The deformation at that node appears in the Query
Results window. Maximum and minimum deformations can be found by right clicking on the
model and selecting Show Min/Max. These values can be found from the Legend on the right
side of the screen as well.

